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Challenges in geospatial documentation of
unprotected built heritage sites in India
Kuili Suganya*
India is generally accepted as a treasure trove of many thousands of built heritage sites. If one
looks for a list of such sites with its geographical location and some basic identificatory description, unfortunately there is none, except for the ones protected by the Government authorities.
Today with most geospatial databases being on digital platform, it is extremely important to recognize and also include the unprotected built heritage sites. Doing this is the need for the hour, in
light of dramatic changes to the landscape caused by developmental activities that are insensitive
to cultural heritage. This article looks in detail at the extent of digital information available on the
location of Indian monuments (both protected and unprotected), the challenges in extracting and
bringing it into a geospatial platform with the case study of Arasibidi in north Karnataka, India.
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Given India’s rich architectural heritage, even with best
efforts using traditional documentation methods, a complete list of all the ancient monuments (any man-made
structure which has ‘historical, archaeological and artistic
interest’ that has been in existence for more than a hundred years as defined by Ancient Monuments Act of
India1) has not been created. At present, the Archaeological Survey of India (ASI) looks after more than 3600
ancient monuments of national importance, and the Department of Archaeology of each state typically takes
care of a few hundred more. Many of the living temples
and other places of worship are managed by the endowment department of respective states; in Karnataka, there
are about 34,543 such temples2. Even so, there are thousands of monuments that remain undocumented, unprotected and their existence has gone unnoticed especially
when they are not in use or under litigation. The increase
in developmental activities and mechanized means available now for flattening land and building has caused irreparable damage to these monuments and many have been
effaced even before they have been recognized and
documented. In this scenario, geospatial documentation is
a swift method to record sites before losing them.
Geospatial documentation here is different from the
geocoding/toponyms resolution which uses ‘machinelearned classifiers’3 to assign geo-coordinates to placenames from a digital archival database4. The documentation discussed in the present article is not a data entry
task where the list is already available in literature/records or with government listing that can be fed inKuili Suganya is in the National Institute of Advanced Studies, IISc
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to the digital domain. The kind of compilation discussed
here is a prerequisite for creating an effective digital archival database of location of heritage sites. Creating such
database requires authentic identification of the precise
geo-coordinates of the heritage sites by meticulous scrutiny of literature followed by systematic ground validation. This narrative uses the identification of two such
monuments and other neighbouring ruins as an example.
These monuments are located in an uninhabited settlement called Arasibidi (a Western Chalukyan capital,
active between the 11th and 12th century) in the Bagalkot
district, Karnataka5,6. In spite of this settlement having
three inscriptions protected by ASI, it was a challenge to
identify the settlement and its ruins.
Geospatial documentation of the monuments involves
the process of first identifying the location of the settlement and then listing the various monuments in it. This
way, one would tag geographical coordinates to the
ancient monuments along with the name of the settlement
to form a geospatial vector layer file which is a primary
data layer for the geospatial platform7. Such a recording
plays a vital role in bringing these historically important
monuments onto the geospatial platform for spatial visualization. Such visualization helps in delineation of heritage
zones during planning for infrastructure developmental
activities by various governmental and non-governmental
bodies, and also in creating awareness about the heritage
in the local community8.

History of the documentation of built heritage in
India
The beginning of documentation of monuments in India
can be traced to hand-drawn paintings made in the
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late-eighteenth century. Subsequently, architectural documentation began in the mid-nineteenth century through
drawings and reports9. With establishment of ASI and interest from the then British administration – official governmental surveying and listing of all the monuments of
India began10 in 1861 and the list was published11 in
1870. By 1885, ASI of Western India had compiled an
exhaustive list of monuments spread across 953 settlements in Bombay Presidency12 alone. The enactment of
ancient monuments preservation acts 1904 (ref. 13), 1951
(ref. 14) and 1956 (ref. 1), led to ASI taking custody of a
selected few monuments15. Out of more than 3600
monuments protected by ASI today, 747 (ref. 16) are in
Karnataka. Apart from these, the Directorate of Archaeology, Museums and Heritage17 (DAMH), Government of
Karnataka, protects 753 monuments. According to the
central audit report, a complete list of ASI protected
monuments, with the accurate location was not available
until 2013 (ref. 15). Presently the geographical coordinates of all the monuments protected by ASI are available
in the public domain18. Today apart from the monuments
which are under the government’s protection, the rest of
the thousands of monuments are either as living heritage
undergoing rapid change to its original architecture
through unsympathetic interventions19 or lost to infrastructure works or in ruinous state20. The Indian heritage
charter19 states that the weakness of the current list of the
protected monuments in India is the absence of a list of
unprotected monuments and heritage settlements.
For authentic geospatial documentation, one needs to
first compile a list of all sites and then geotag them by
finding their geographical location. Their geographical
location may be recorded either in old maps21 or in published literature (gazetteer, inscriptions and antiquarian
reports19) which would have a description along with
information about their geographical coordinates or information of administrative region (Presidency/State/
district/sub-district) they fall in, or direction to reach
them from nearby towns. Most such references lack accuracy and pose difficulties in identifying their exact location (especially with formation and transformation of
administration boundaries). The following section discusses various kinds of data available on the location of
the settlement of Arasibidi, the challenges they posed and
the process in which their accurate geo-coordinates were
finally identified.

Kaladgi zilla (district), the others being Aihole, Hungund,
Sangama, Karadi, Nandwadige and Kelur. A search
in Google search engine, its maps and BHUVAN (an
Indian geo-portal) quickly enabled to identify the geocoordinates of all the settlements now in Hungund
sub-district, Bagalkot district, Karnataka, except one settlement ‘Arasibidi’ (Figure 1). Several published records
mention the geographical location of this settlement to
be at about eight miles (~10 km) southwest of Aivalli
(present-day Aihole) and sixteen miles (26 km) south of
Hungund5,12,23–25. A regional map of Bijapur district (of
18 inches: 1-inch scale) has marked Arasibidi south of
Gudur5. Two 19th century records have slightly different
geo-coordinates: 15°54′ and 76°0′ (ref. 12) and, 15°53′N
and 76°0′E (ref. 5); both in Hungund sub-district of the
then Bijapur district. When these coordinates were plotted on BHUVAN geo-portal, they appeared in Kushtagi
sub-district of the Koppal district and were approximately
18.5 and 20 km away from Aihole as against 10 km as
mentioned in records, suggesting that both the coordinates were wrong, possibly a printing/computation error
(Figure 2 a). Here it is important to state that the Survey
of India (SoI) maps published before 2005 followed
Everest Datum and Polyconic Projection26 and the present
geo-portals use WGS-84. These differences, if not

Geotagging Arasibidi
The settlement of Arasibidi was listed in one of the first
antiquarian reports of the Bombay Presidency in 1877
(ref. 22) as an ancient Chalukyan capital (Vikramapura
being its ancient name) with two ruinous temples, two inscriptions and an ancient tank. Arasibidi was one among
seven settlements listed in Hungund taluk (sub-district) of
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Figure 1. Map of Karnataka with the erstwhile portions of Bombay Presidency marked in blue (Base maps: Stamen Terrain –
USA/OSM).
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Figure 2. a, Google Earth image showing the district boundaries along with the coarser coordinates marked;
b, Enhanced Google Earth image of the two temples of Arasibidi, as seen in the typical remote sensing signatures;
c, BHUVAN image marking the location of the ‘three stone bearing inscriptions’ as presented in the web page of
heritage sites and monuments protected by the ASI; d, Survey of India map of 2010 with the absence of any places
of worship marked closer to the tank.

re-projected, would induce an error of up to 50 m (ref.
27). The error of about 10 km is therefore not because of
difference in projection systems. The coarser geocoordinates (absence of arc-second values) added to the
complication.
In this scenario of the settlement being displaced into a
different sub-district and district, it is important to discuss the changes that occurred in this geographical region
at all administration levels (settlement, sub-district, district and state). The Kaladgi district in which Arasibidi
was located came under Bijapur district in 1885 (refs 6
and 24) and is currently under Bagalkot district administration since 1997 (ref. 6). Bijapur district was under
Bombay Presidency until the formation of Mysore state
in 1956 which was christened as Karnataka in 1973. This
region also witnessed formation, transfer and merging of
sub-districts6,24. The records also mention that Arasibidi
was in ruins and deserted5,12,23–25. When a settlement was
found to be deserted/uninhabited/less populated they
were merged with the neighbouring settlements for
administrative purposes6,28 and no longer discussed in
CURRENT SCIENCE, VOL. 118, NO. 6, 25 MARCH 2020

government reports and records as an individual settlement. Hence, gazetteers, antiquarian report and old maps
published under the Kaladgi, Bijapur and Bagalkot district of Bombay Presidency, Mysore state and Karnataka
had to be scrutinized for Arasibidi’s geographical
description and location. Arasibidi, the Chalukyan capital, is spelt as Arasibeedi in 2006 Gazetteer and according
to all the records it was located in Hungund sub-district.
In addition, while screening all the settlements listed under Hungund sub-district of 1877 report, it was found that
they are all within the administration of the present
Bagalkot district. Therefore, it is possible that Arasibidi/
Arsibeedi also would be located in Hungund sub-district
of Bagalkot district rather than being displaced into
Kushtagi sub-district as it appeared when plotted using
the above mentioned coarser coordinates. The identification of multiple spellings of the same place name and
recording them appropriately as attributes in the same
vector layer are important in geospatial documentation
because most information connected to the settlement and
its monuments (as provided in the historical records)
879
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Figure 3. a, Google Earth image with the locations of the temples and ruins marked. b, Temple in
ruins to the west at Arasibidi. c, Temple in ruins to the east at Arasibidi. d, Ruins of a temple at
Arasibidi.

would be referred by the place name. The layer with
place name plays a vital role in supporting user interaction with databases created using geographic information
technology7.
Since Arasibidi was one of the capitals and also was
listed in the 1877 antiquarian remains report, there is a
high chance of the monuments of Arasibidi being protected by either Central or State Archaeology. But the
name Arasibidi was not conspicuous in the ASI’s list of
protected monuments. The list of protected monuments
by ASI is categorized first by their administrative levels
as State, Circle, Sub-circle and District, and second by
the type of ‘monument’ (for example Buddhist stupa
sites, forts, inscriptions, mosques, pre-historic sites, rockcut caves, temples, basadis and tombs). By carefully scrutinizing each of the lists under Bagalkot district (ASI,
Dharwad Circle, Karnataka) one can find three ‘stones
bearing inscriptions’ at a location ‘Arshibidi (Gudur)’
(yet another spelling). These have serial number 102, 103
and 104 in the websites of ASI, New Delhi16 and Press
Information Bureau29, but with a different sequence of
numbering (61, 62, 63) on the website of Dharwad circle30. BHUVAN – ASI ‘All India inventory of sites and
monuments’ web portal (BASI) where all the centrally
protected ASI sites are geo-tagged, does not list monuments based on the name of the settlement/monument/
location but only with the name of the monument category.
This does not allow the search on a database with the
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name of the monument nor does it use the place names
Arasibidi/Arasibeedi/Arshibidi (even if varied spellings
are queried). Further, the recent website of Dharwad circle provides photographs of each of the three inscriptions
and gives an embedded google map marking the location.
But on the webpage of all the three above mentioned inscriptions31, the embedded map marks the location of
Gudur32, which would have obviously been generated using ‘machine-learned classifiers’ discussed earlier. The
list of monuments protected by DAMH33 (with no geocoordinates mentioned) identifies Arshibidi of Hungund
sub-district as a location but does not list any protected
monument at this location. If the structure of the digital
database is designed to enable search and query not only
in the organization hierarchy of ASI but also through
associated metadata, one could have found this site more
easily. From the above mentioned reasons of (a) different
spelling of the settlements, (b) coarser coordinates, (c)
merger and transfer of taluk, district and state boundaries,
(d) absence of geo-coordinates in the archaeology
department’s listing and (e) absence of monument name
in the geo-portal – it was important to ascertain, the
existence and precise location of Arasibidi geospatially
and through ground validation.
Since this village was marked to the south-east of
Gudur in Bijapur district maps of 1884 (ref. 5) a scrutiny
of open series maps of SoI34,35 was undertaken to look
for locations marked as ‘uninhabited settlement’ or a
CURRENT SCIENCE, VOL. 118, NO. 6, 25 MARCH 2020
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‘monument’ or ‘a place of worship’ using the reference of
Gudur and the tank (as mentioned in antiquarian report),
but this effort was in vein (Figure 2 d). SoI maps record
all the built forms (monuments, places of worship and
water features) and topographic features, but the absence
of this settlement name can be attributed to merger and
transfer of administrative boundaries, which might have
led to its removal from these maps. Examining the cadastral/revenue maps of the nearby settlements of Gudur
and Muradi was also futile36. The web portal BASI when
verified again along the Gudur–Hanamsagar road (the
only road to the south of Gudur) and at about 4 km from
Gudur as mentioned by Kokatanur (Arasibidi is locally
called Arasibuddi according to Kokatanur)37 does mark
three protected sites closer to a tank as ‘stone bearing
inscriptions’ but does not mention a place name (Figure
2 c). A closer look at two of these protected sites on other
geoportals BHUVAN (2D) and Google Earth shows two
features that are typical remote sensing signatures for
temples (Figure 2 b).
The coordinate location identified through geo-spatial
analysis was reached by GPS navigation and local enquiry. Ground validation at this above-identified location
enabled in spotting all the following features mentioned
in published literature: (1) two ruinous temples and a
mound (with the remains of at least two other temples,
and few other structures) (Figure 3) as mentioned in antiquarian remains report22, (2) Arasibidi having a tank
called ‘Sindaragere’ in an inscription from AD 1075 (ref.
38), (3) remains of fort wall as described by Cousens39,
and (4) structures resembling the photos published by
Siddeshwar40 and Krishnan41 and as per the description of
temples by Kokatanur37. Though it is a protected site
there was no signage at the location which describes the
protection status and importance of the site, as generally
found in most of the ASI protected sites. Finding all these
four features collectively assured that this location is
Arasibidi. Through the correlation of old maps,
images and records published about the settlement, the
geo-coordinates at one of the temples were recorded as
15°54′21.4″N and 75°55′52.0″E. However, the question
of why SOI maps have not marked the two temples still
remains open.

Conclusion
Geotagging lesser-known and unprotected monuments/
sites in India is challenging and this is not a direct task
where information can be collected from SoI maps or
web-mapping portals like BHUVAN or Google Earth, but
has to be cautiously carried out using various literature
and ground validation. The example discussed above is
not an archaeological mound but a nationally protected
site with historical remains in ruinous condition frequently
mentioned in the literature. Many such lesser-known herCURRENT SCIENCE, VOL. 118, NO. 6, 25 MARCH 2020

itage sites are not protected by law eventually leading to
the complete loss of property. Gupta et al.20 discuss the
need for bringing built-heritage data into a single geospatial platform, which includes all the sites (whether
protected by centre or state or unprotected). Such
documentation becomes vital especially in the context of
those sites which were un-inhabited since a long time
(few examples are Talvarkop of Belgaum district, Akkargal of Bagalkot district, Bhavihal of Dharwad district).
Protecting and safeguarding culture and natural heritage42 is one of the goals of the United Nations for a global sustainable development – which stems from its main
philosophy that ‘no development can be sustainable without strong cultural component’43. Feilden44, a renowned
conservation architect who has worked with heritage
buildings across the world, says built heritage which is a
fragment of the culture of a place adds to ‘the values of
continuity and identity for the inhabitants’. The Indian
National Trust for Art and Cultural Heritage (INTACH)45
has guidelines for listing out the unprotected architectural
heritage sites of India based on sites’ historical significance, integrity and context through background research
and fieldwork. With the vast number of unprotected heritage sites of India, this traditional method by fieldwork
could be time consuming and laborious. Thus as mentioned by Indian Heritage in Digital Space Research46,
bringing India’s unprotected monuments into a geospatial
platform would still be a monumental task considering
the number of undocumented heritage remains in India.
However, the systematic method of geospatial documentation of sites by bringing in information from various
sources demonstrated in this article would still be a
workable means of covering a large number of sites in a
less laborious and less time-consuming way and making
it accessible in the public domain to create awareness
about the importance and historicity of the place would
be a practical way forward.
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